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Telephone Number: +39 0331 322581
Web Address: http://www.impatia.com/

Best Bespoke Luxury Design Company 2019 - Milan

Impatia
Based in the heart of the economic district of Northern Italy, in the Milan area, Impatia is an Italian design
firm renowned for its iconic influences in design and fashion. As part of our overview of a selection of our
2019 Home & Garden Awards Winners we profile the firm and the unique designs it creates.

I

mpatia’s unique design concept was born from the synergy
between Italian designers, artists, and craftsmen to spark
design elements that are daring, distinct and destined to become classics.

Today, all of the firm’s gaming tables come with unique features that make
them the perfect addition to exclusive and visionary design projects. Impatia
is disrupting the standards of the game table industry by redefining objects
that have a glorious history, but so little evolution.

Ultimately, Impatia’s mission is to create a journey of exploration that is
highlighted by technical development; high-quality materials and incomparable aesthetic refinement led by most importantly the concept of empathy.
The team aim to create unique and desirable products that re-invent the
conventional design approach. This will remain the firm’s ongoing focus
as it looks towards a bright future filled with many exciting developments,
such as the firm’s participation in Salone del mobile 2019, which is one of
the largest and well-known furniture fairs globally.

As well as offering one of kind game tables, the firm also offers a 360-customer experience including white-glove delivery and installation.
This innovative approach attracts a broad spectrum of clients ranging from
a variety of celebrities, entrepreneurs, businessmen, interior designers
and architects. Impatia caters to a variety of individuals who all have a
love for sleek modern design and an appreciation for the reinterpretation
of classic game tables.
What unites this disparate group of clients is that Impatia values their
collaboration and always tries to offer a direct stream of communication.
Each table is made to order, and as such the firm’s dedicated team take
great care in understanding the client’s needs and desires for each piece,
because they are keen for the entire creative process to be a special luxury
experience. From the initial inquiry, the team offer full support.
When it comes to selecting samples for different options of materials, the Impatia team guide clients when requested and offer simulations so they can truly
envision the piece in their space. From this point onwards, they keep clients
updated on the process of their purchased table and coordinate everything
from start to finish. They even offer the service of sending a team from Italy
for white glove delivery and installation, so that clients know that they will be
receiving the very highest possible standard when they work with Impatia.
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